Global cluster synchronization in nonlinearly coupled community networks with heterogeneous coupling delays.
This investigation establishes the global cluster synchronization of complex networks with a community structure based on an iterative approach. The units comprising the network are described by differential equations, and can be non-autonomous and involve time delays. In addition, units in the different communities can be governed by different equations. The coupling configuration of the network is rather general. The coupling terms can be non-diffusive, nonlinear, asymmetric, and with heterogeneous coupling delays. Based on this approach, both delay-dependent and delay-independent criteria for global cluster synchronization are derived. We implement the present approach for a nonlinearly coupled neural network with heterogeneous coupling delays. Two numerical examples are given to show that neural networks can behave in a variety of new collective ways under the synchronization criteria. These examples also demonstrate that neural networks remain synchronized in spite of coupling delays between neurons across different communities; however, they may lose synchrony if the coupling delays between the neurons within the same community are too large, such that the synchronization criteria are violated.